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THE 6TRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSE; BEING A PRESENTATION
OF PROFESSOR OSBORNE REYNOLDS' THEORY
OF GRAVITATION.

(With Experiments.)
By J ohn Mackenzie, Minneapolis.
FiriJt Statement

ot

R eynold$' Tlleorv in This Oount711.

The title of my lecture this evening sounds htgh.
When one
talks about the str ucture of the universe It would seem that be bas
a large subject on his bands. I may also state that as tar as I
know what I wJll present to you this evening baa not up to the present time been presen ted to or dealt wtth by any other scientific,
philosophical or llternry society In this country, and with tbe excep·
tton or the gene.ral mention of Reynolds' theory or gravitation by my
friend Professor H en ry Crew of the Northwestern University, in his
recent work on "Genersl Physics" I am not aware that. the theory has
yet been noticed In tho United States.
Wonderful Developments of Modern Science.

Numerous and wonderful have been the discoveries of science
from the ttme of Newton to the present day; and the end Is not yet.
Aa Henry C. Jones, Professor of Physical Chemistry In Johns Hopkins University In his work entitled, "The Electrical r-;'ature or Mat·
ter" remarks : "It seems not too much to predict that as the 19th
century surpassed the preceding 18th in the development of sclentlftc
ktlowledge and tbe discovery of truth, Jus t so the twe ntieth century
wtll exceed them all In the gifts ot pure science to the story of human
knowledge." I hope my lecture this evening wtll show you to some
e~tlnt bow true tbls is, and that l nd ~d, already in this century the
portals have been opened by the master mlnd of Osborne Reynolds
to a new and further advance of dynamical science by the solution of
the problem of a ll problems,- the cause of gtavltatlon.
As T o P ro(etssor Remolds.

Professor Osborne Reynolds ·was born at Belfast, Ireland, on Aug.
23, 1842. He graduated at Queen 's College, Cambridge, In 1867, his
name being fifth in the list of wranglers In the mathematical tripos.
In 18G8 h e be !ame Professor of Engineering ln Owens College,
Manchester, England,-an lnstttutlon which Is regarded as probably
the greatest engineering coUege In the world. Owing to 111 health be
resigned h is professorship a year and a half ago. ProfeS3or Reynolds'
researches and contributions dealtng wlth various mecha nical and
dynamical subj(.'('ts ranlt very high with all engineers, and, as all
students of tbe subject know, his researches have largely created the
modern science of hydrodynamics.• The thlrd volume or Reynold's
• H e has ooen pret~en t od with
mnny honors by various sclentJftc lnstltutlone. and h i s name II! ramUia r throu ghout the world to all who take an.

Interest In the

physl~a.l

sclence.s.
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S tructure of the Universe

Scientific Works Js entitled : "The Sub-mechanics of the Universe," and
is published under the auspices of the Royal Society. This is a work
of pure science, ts highly technical, and deals wth the structure of the
universe from a <iyamica.l and mechanical point of view, and explains
the cause ot unlvers::.l bravi taUon. Combining as Reynolds does the
rare gifts of pure science and practical science, we get a tangible
definite theory or rather explanation as to the structure of the universe, which is the result of twenty years of exl)erimentnl and mathematical investigation, a nd which !s something very different from the
fruitl ess speculations on gravitation which h ave been indulged 1n by
many of the speculative philosophers in the past. We have here at
last a simple, scnelblc, dynamical theory of the phy:~ical universe and
gravitation. The problem, however, as you wlll realize later, is solved
by an apparent paradox.
Newton Discov ered the Law But Not the Oauae.

We are aware or the fact that Newton discovered nnd enunciated
th e law of universal gravitation, but h e did not discover the catUe.
Newton proved the law by which all the material bodies in the
universe were governed.
This law, as you lmow, states that all
masses or matter In the universe attract each other with forces proportiona l lo the masses and inversely proportional to the square ot
the distance between them. This law governs tho smallest particle of
matter as well as the mightiest sun in the universe.
But, while
Newton specttlated, on the r.ause or gra\·itation, or the r etUon why
bodies act In this way. he was unabJe to solve the problem. There
have been many attempts sin ce the time of .Newton to solve tb~
problem. Tbe hlst<:lrY of pbyslc.al science is replete with the baffled
effort s of the grt>atest Intellect s to find the solution. One bas onJy
to read Taylor's "Kinetic Theories of Gravitation" to realize the manr
•
fruitless attempts to solve thJs problem ln the last two centuries, and
indeed some philosophers came to the conclusion that the problem
could never be solved. There are indications that Fourier and even
the greJtt Laplace considered gravitation as one or the "primordial
causes" which m ight remain forever impenetrable to us.
The Gifts of Pu.re Science to Practi cal Scien ce.

In t he eyes of a certain class of people tho many long years of
toll and pa Lient investigation of the true scientific investigator count
for nothing unless they Immediately bring forth some brilliant. or
sensational discol'ery, or one which can be immediately turned Into
money.
Some people have no use for sciflnce unless they can se(J
immediate money In it.
We should not forget, however, that the socalled "practical" fellows '\\'Ould \'e ry soon have nothing t<> work on
were lt uot for the researches carried on and the principles diswvercd
by the sLudem s of pure science. We have only to reflect on the prac·
tical value of 1\ewLOn's d iscovery of the law of gravitation.
This
was a discovery ln pttre science, and bas it not g h·en the world Its
eclence of mechanics? 'Vere it n ot tor the mighty Newton and the
great Galileo, who, out of. their pu re love of. sc!ent1flc In vestigation
laid down the laws of motion and pure mechanics, the world could

•
•
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.h ave ba d no engineers.
And coming down to m odern times, were lt
not tor F araday a n d Maxwell who discovered the principles of electric
induc tion and electro magne tic w aves there colud be no Edi son or Ma r·
c.'onf to apply t hem.
Th e l'a$ t Apparently Emptv Space of t he Universe Compare<l to tll e
S1nall Space OCCit.pied by Matter.

Whe n we look Into th e sky on a c lear dar k n igh t through a power·
t ul telescope the stars a nd planet s appear t o be set in a vast vault-like
space showing the perspective of distance to a ce rtain exte nt.
T hey
seem to lose the a ppear ance w hich th ey _p r esent to the unaided eye
or being set simply on a plan e backg r ound. As we look i nt o the vas t
abysses of s pace we reaJtze that notwiths tanding t he g reat number of
stars the actual space they occupy In the universe is as nothing compared to the vast spaces all r ound t hem wbfch appf'a r to be absolutely
void. We mny say that the room taken u p or occupied by what w e
tall "matter" In the unive rse Is excecutngly s mull compar ed with the
spnce which seen1s to be em pty.
Professor Newcomb bas stated that
probably there are about 100 mtll ton suns In the \mh·erse, aver aging
tl \"e times larger than our sun .
T his would gin~ a tot a l amount ot
m atter of &00 mUlloo SilOS equal to our sun, and h e s upposes these
su ns to be equally distributed throug hout a sphere 30,000 ligh t years
in diameter.
Jn othor words, light, w h ich t rnvels, as you know, at n
velo<!lly of 186,000 miles p e 1· second wou ld take 30,000 yenrs to pa.<;s
from o ne side of s uch n u nh •crse or ~,pberc to the o ther side.
Th is
would mean n sphere billons or billions of miles in dia meter ; whereas,
our s un, wblch Is somclhlng like 800,000 miles in diameter, eyen It
enlarged fiOO million times would st ill be but nn tntlniteslmslly smalL
i1De£k ot mutter In s uch a ,·ast universe of other wise empty space.
lVhat is 1'h is A 11parcnlly E mpty StJa ccr

T he ques t ion occurs, Wbat Is tho nature of this npparently e mpty
~Pn<'e ?
I s I t a complete void or v acuum, or docs It con tai n a medium
or some kind?
~ow, on th fs poi nt there h ave been many sp~ ula·
tlon.s.
To all appearances tho .p lac.ets, moons, stara, comets and
m oteors which move th ro ugh t h is space wHh g reat vE!loclties meet wlth
no restsbtnc:c f1·om tblo; m edium , ff tlHrre be a medium.
T he earth
rnon~s th rough It a t a speed of 19 miles J;er sc<'ond l n its journey
round t he sun, and r ecen t expe riments of Pa·ofessor Michelson st~em to
prove con clu.sl\•ely t1~t !! there be a m edium in this space none or it Ia
ent."lngled with the earth or carried nlong w ith the earth in i ts motion through s piU'c.
Another question nrlses. I s the powerful force of gravity whlcli
binds th e d ltfer ent bodies of tlH~ solar system togeth er, and in fact
the whole 01aterlnl unl ·:·ersc, eonveyed tb:-ough ab:::olutely t>mpty space?
Tn other words, cnn momentum be transmitted across an absolute void,
or ts t h ere sur.h 11. thing a.s "action at a d istance?"
We kno w that
th e graYftn t ive pull of the SliD on the earth ts cqunl t o a for('e more
than a mill ion mEllon steel rods, each ceventeen teet in diameter <'Oul d
stand.
Tlte earth is 92.000,000 miles from the sun.
I s this Immense
f orce tran s m itted arross nn absolnto void?
Whtl~> the eye sees noth·

•
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ing in space. It would seem to our better judgment that there must
be some sort of mechnnt:m which transmits this glgnnUc force. Other
considerations lead us to this concluclon.
We know that powerful
magnetic s torms origl<latfng In the sun are transmitted instantaneously to the earth and th roughout the whole solar system wlt.h such
intensity occasionally as to put many of the telegraph Instruments
and wires in the country out of commission until they pass.
The D en8it11 of t he Medium .
•

Until rcc:ent years very little of a definite n ature has been known
as to the nature of the mculum of space.
So far as any evidence it
gives of Its existence to our senses is concerned, Jt would appear to
be something V'ery unsubstantial, and fo r this reason lt has been called
the "eth er."
Newton had an idea that it was a. very thin, hlgh.ly
attenuated fluid which pervaded all space, so very thln In fact, that if
you could scatter a plll box full of air throughout the space of the
solar system lts density would then be about the density of the ether
ol space.
With the developmen t of electrical science and the study of electric
and magnP.Uc forces. however, different Ideas began to be en tertained

as to the density of the so-called ether, u ntil to-day we have the
leading physicists postulating the necessity for an ether of very
hJgh density and very much greater than the denalty of any known
substance. In his Yale lectures on ''Electricity and Matter" Sir J . J .
Thomson, ln discussing the n ature of elect rical mass, sa)'15 : "The vtew
I wish to put before you ls that It Is n ot merely a part of the mass
of a body which arises In this way, but that the w hole mass of any
body Is just the mass of ether surrounding th e body which Is carried
along by the Faraday tcbes associated with th e atoms of the body.
Jn fact, that all mass Is mass of the ether, all momentum, momentum
of the ether, and all k lneUc energy kinetic energy or the eth er. This
,·Jew. It should be sa id, requires the density of the ether to be Immensely greater than that of any known substance."
And In h is
presidential address to t he Brttlah Association at Winnipeg lut
August be said : "Since we know the volume of the corpuscle a.s well
as t he mass, we <.an ca lculate the density of the ether attached to the
corpuscle: doing so, we find It amounts to the prodlgtous value or
about 2,000 mlllton times t.bat or lead." He states, h owever, that t his
density would be the density or the ether only in the Immediate v lcln·
lty of the corpuscle. ancl that Jt.~ density In free spa<.',e would not be
so high It the ether Is not compressible. Sir Oliver I..odge, In hls last
~dillon of "Modern Views of Electricity" also says : "The ether ts now
turning out to be by fa r the most substantial body known ,-ln com·
parison with which the hitherto coutorupll\ted material universe Is llkc
a vapor of ex treme tenuttr.-a barely perceptible filmy veil."
These conclus ions of Thomson and Lodge ~ s to the dcnslty of th e
medium or r.pace n re orrlved a t by the ctudy of electromagnetic and
-elec trostatic foree11.
P rofessor Reynolds works out hts conclusions
from mcchnnlcal nnd dynamical cons lderaltons, and arrives at the
·density of the mcd hnn o~ space a3 belng ten thousand times that ot
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water, or 480 times denser than platinum, which Is the densest matter
on earth.
In view of this great dens ity of the medium of apace, does 1t not
seem rathea- paradoxical that what we call matter, that Is, the planets,
suns, moons, comets and so forth, which aa-e so much less dense than
the medium should move through the medium apparently without
resistance and a t such high velocities?
Our earth, as you know,
You have
moves In Its orbit at a velocity of 19 miles per second.
all seen bubbles moving In water.
Reynolds shows that the earth
and all the other material bodies move through space In a similar
manner. 'fhey are less dense than the medium tn which they exist,
and, as we shall see, their movements are due to differences of pressure
in the surrounding medium.
They are like so many filmy soap
bubbles which a cblld blows from the stem or a pipe. Real mass is
not In the material things which we see, but ln space where the eye
See$ nothing.
The sober conclusion of the most advanced dynamical
science Is that matter Is a negative thing so far as Its mass Is con·
cerned, and that the space occupied by "matter" contains very much
less mass than the space where no "matter" exists.
I s the Medium Oonlintlous

Qr

Granulart

We now <:>ome to another important point.
I have here on the
table a glass full of small shot and another glass full of jelly, The
glass of shot we will take to represent a universe composed of what
we will call a "granular medium," that is, a medium composed of dis·
crete or separate pnrts or grains ; the jelly represents a. universe com·
posed of what we will call a. "continuous mffilum," that ts a m edium
not made up of discrete or separate parts, but continuous in Its structure. TbE'Se two kinds of structures represent the two views which
are held as to the nature of the structure of the medium of space.
We have ascertained that this medium is very dense; now let us en·
deavor to find out the character of tts structure.
On the correct
answer to this question binges the t rue solution of the problem of
gravitation.
!
We have had atomic systems of phUosophy from the earliest ages.
Democrttus and Lucretius are the anclt>nt fath ers of the atoml~ sys·
terns. In his great poem on the origin of things Lucretius speculates
on the atomic system of the universe, and tries to show that the origin
of the .hnlverse was due to a "concourse of atoms.", There have been
many speculations on thts point from that day to this; but It has
remained for modern science, with Its exl)etin'lenta l and mathematical
methods, to arrive at the truth.
Analogy would suggest that the medium of s pace would be gran·
uta.r In Its structure. We are not acquainted with anything that can·
not be divided Into parts.
The atomtc theory in chemist ry, whose
modern founder was Dalton, a.nd which has proved so tert tle, postu·
Jates that the chemical unit ts the atom, and that the atom Is the
unit from which Is built up systems of molecules, organic and lnor·
ganle, In the universe around us: that all things are comblnatlonR and
c.--ompounds of atoms. The ntom, indeed, has been weighed and meas·
ured.
Maxwell and Kelvin did this for us, and we know In fact
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about how many atoms could be laid alongside each other in t he length
of an inch . They tell us th at from ten million to one hundred mll·
lion atoms could be laid alongside each other to m ake up a n Inch in
length. Of course, an ything so s mall as this ts inconeelvable; but we
know that the inconceivability of n thing now-a-days does not mean
that it Is Impossible. Kelvin stated that lf o. drop of water werP. enlarged to the size of the earth, which we know is about 8,000 miles
tn diameter, the atoms or molecules of which 1t l s composed would
appE>..ar about the size of base balls.
In r ecent years, however, somethng very much smaller than the
atom has been discovered by science.
You have all h eard of the electron. An electron is an atom of electricity. Jt is now maintained. by
physicists rhat the ordinary chemical atom whiCh I h ave just spoken
of, ts a compound thing, and is composed of aggregations of thousands of electrons.
An electron has been defined as an "electric
point charge" ln the ether. It seems to be an almost in finitely small
point of electricity, and the Idea is that aggregations or th ese electric
point t'.hnrges or elect rons, when combined into a system form what is
known as the chemical atom. Configurations of s uch a system have
been wo:·ked <:>ut b)· Thomson, Larmor nud others, and It would appear that the sy:;tem of the -;:hemtcal atom which is an aggregation
or electrons Is far DlOre compllcatc,J than tho ::;olar srstem . T he infinitely small is turn!nF out to be .m ore coL:ptex than the infinitely
great.
The univer se within the atom seems to be mo:-e complicated
than the universe cutslde.
The electron ls, ot course, very much
smaller than t he atom, and, like the atom, its size ts !nconceivable.
One may- get an Idea of the size of tlte electron as compared witll
the size or the ' atom if we su~'pose th e electron to be about as large
as the h ea'd dt a pin revol-.•1ng inside the Minneapolis Auditorium,
t he Auditoriury} being taken to represent the size of the a.tom:
These electrons which mRke up t11e atomic syste m move w ith very
high velocities in tbe atomic
system. Th e mass of tb e mo,ring elec•
trou h as been nuasured, ns well as th e electric chart;e which It car:
rlcs.
·
So we see that by tne discovery of tlJ.e elccb:on we have s imply
discovered
a snialler ldnd of atom tban the old chemical on.e.
Th.e
.
electron theory, then, still main~r..ius the granular s tructure of tb6
ether or medium of space.
I ought to say, however, that there are
still some physicists, notably, Sir Oliver Lodge, who seem to main·
tain that the medlttm of space Js not gl'anular or of a discrete structure, but that It is a "perfec t) ~- con tinuous, incompressible and fnex:
tens ible m edium t!liing nil space wltlwut Interstices or breach ot continultr."
T he continuous medium theory, however, bas so far completely fail ed to gh·e tb e slightest clue to the cause of gravitation,
and all that Lodge h&s to say Is that "gravitation is explicabl e by
differences of pressure tn the medium, cause1l by some acUon between
It and matter not yet tmderstood."
Re ts right tn saying that tt 1s
caulled by ditfcr cncos of p re~ su re In the medium. but h e cannot find
the proper mcch:tnlsm to produce these D(>cessr..r y differences ot
pressure In his contfnuo·Js medium.
By an elaborate analysts R (>ynolds s hows that the medium or space

.
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must be granular in lts constitution. He shows tlat space ls occu·
pled by uniform spherical grains of changeless shape and size.
It
ts occupied by what be calls "spherical grains in normal plllng." The
opening statement in hls "Sub-mechanics of the Universe" is:
"By this research it is shown that there Is one and only one,
conceivable purely mecbanlcnl system capable of accounting for aJl
the physical ev1dence, as we know 1t, 1n the universe."
•

"The sys tem is neither more nor less than nn arrangement of
Indefinite extent, of uniform spherica l grains generally In normal pil·
lng so close that the grains cannot change thefr neighbours, although
continually In relative motion with each other; the grains being of
changeless shape and size ; thus constituting to a first approxlmntton,
an elas tic medium with six axes of elast icity symmetrically plaood."
It ts worthy of note that Newton also had tbe conception tbat

the real sub-stratum of the physical universe is granular In tts
structure, for In the fourth edit ion of his "Optlcks" page 375 he says:
"All tblngs considered, it seems probable that God ln the beginning
form ed matter In soUd , massy, hard, Impenetrable, n1ovnble particles,
of sucb s izes, figures and with such other properties, and in such j.lroport1on in space as mosl conduced to the end fo,. which he formt:d
them, and that these primitive particles being solids, are Jncompnrn.·
bly harder than any porous bodies compounded of them : ever. so
very hard ns never to wear or break to pieces; no ord inary power
being
.. :\ble to divide what God blmselt made one In the first creation."
•

The question hns been asked, why a re most sports but the va r:ln.nts
of one object, the propulsion of a sphere ? Bllllards, baseball. polo,
golf, l!llnglog, ma rbles, squash, handball, foo tball, racquets, cr:ic~et
boekey, bagatelle, tennis. shooting, pelota, all have as their basic pur·
sult the driving of a ball, the propulsion of o. spbe ~e.
Tipcat, shuttlecock nod top spinning a re the employment of modifications of th•~
sphere.
May the reason not be that ·poor mortal ma n a t.templs oy
these means to get In a small. way into the tremend.ous scheme of
the universe, which ls the everlasting movement of the spheres?
•

The Fu11damentaZ Atom.

•

,

We considered above the size of the chemical atom and a lso the
approximate slz~ of tbe el<!Ctron, a ~gregatlons of which, according to
the electron theory make up the chomlcal atom. We saw bow very
small the electron is as compared with the cbemtcal atom. We s.hall
now enquire as to the size of the grato in Reynolds' granular medium.
Reynolds shows that Its t:Uametcr is the seven hundred thousand
mUUonth part of the wave length of violet light.
A wave of vtolet
light is about the 70 thousandth par t of an inch in length.
Reynolds' cosmic grain, then, Is very much smaller than even the elec·
tron. It is at least as much smaller tha n the electron as the electron is smaller thnn the chemical atom, the sizes of all three being
equally Inconceivable. This cos mic grain of Reynolds ts the absolute
or fundamental atom of the universe.
It is the smalle.at entJty
which can exist In space.
R eynolds has shown by dynamical and
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mathematical considerations that thls grain Is t he smallest possible
enUty which can exist ln t he universe.
It Is the "absolutely r1g1d
granule, ultimate atom or prlmordlan." In Section Vlll. of the
"Sub-mechanics" he says:
"Although the absolutel y r1g1d atom Is as old as any conception
tn physical philosophy, the properties attributed to lt are outside any
experience derh·ed from the properties ot matter.
In this respect the
perfect atom is In th e same position, though in a dttrerent way, as
that other physical conception-the perfect ftuld. Both of these conceptions represent conditions to which matter tn one or other of Its
modes, apparently approximates, but to whtch, the results or all researches show, 1t can ne\'er attaln, although thls experience shows
that there is still something beyond.
• • • It becomes clear
therefore that any fundamental atom must be considered as something
outside of another order than-material bodies, the properties or
which are not to be considered as a consequence of the taws of motion and ('on servatton or energy in the medium, but as the prime
cause or these laws."
•

This last statement involves a very Important principle; tor,
whereas other theories or the atom have been based on the motion
of a so-called perfect fluid continuously ftlllng space, like Kelvin'~S
vortex atomic t heory, or upon an electronic system of electrostatic
and electromagnetlc forces, as developed by Thomson, Larmor and
Lodge, the atom in ttese systems being the rc8ult of the laws of motion and conservation ot energy, Reynold's fundam ental atoms or
cosmic grains, by their motions and arrangements are themselves the
cause of th e laws of motion and conservaUon or energy, tbe whole
explanation and philosophy being purely dynamical, Just as Newton's
explanation of the law of gTavltallon Is purely dynamical.
•

Arrangement or Piltng of the Orafns.

We come now to one or the most Important points In t he whole
subject; tbat Is, the arrangement or ptliog of the grains iD the
medium.
We have all doubtless seen cannon balls plied In heaps on
mllltary reservations.
Now, there are dlttereot ways In which shot
or other spheres may be piled. I have h ere before me on the table
slx different regular arrangements or piling of small rubber balls,
IUld In tbP.se dlfrerent arrangements the number of balls varies tn
proportion to the total volume or space occupied by the balls. There
are s tx regular arrangements In which balls touching each other may
be p lied, shown by these s ix models, and In each of these arrange.
menta. as stated, the full spaces or the s paces occupied by t he balls,
and the empty spaces or the Interstices between them vary.
I have
calculated the relation or proportion of full space to empty space in
these six d ifferen t arrangements, and .tlnd that In the closest arrangem ent or piling, where the grains are arranged In parallel tiers ln
triangular form, taking the total volume ot the pUe as l OQ, t he full
spaca occupied by the balls amounts to 79.818 a nd the empty space to
20.182, or nbout 4 to 1, whereas In the most open arrangement or pH·
lng, where the grains are placed vertica lly over ench other in parallel
tters In the squr.re position, like this m odel, the full space ls only
•
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52.381 and the empty space 47.619, or about 11 to 10.

The other
four methods of p111ng He between these two extremes.
I append to
thi<J lecture the ftgures of the proportions of full space to empty space
In the sb arrangements.
One of Reynolds' most lnportant steps toward the discovery of
the cause of gravitation was the discovery of the dilatancy of gran·
ular media under pressure.
For Instance, when shot or sand or
other spherical gralnB are put Into a bag or other closed surface anti
shaken, they settle Into a very close position, and when ln this posl·
tlon the spaces or mtentlces which exist between the grains are
about the smallest possible. They mny then be satd to be In what
Reynolds calls "normal plllng" and when In this position the shape of
the bag containing the shot or grains cannot be changed without at
t.he same time changing its bulk or volume; because U you endeavor
to change the shape of the containing vessel under such conditions,
you are at the same time disturbing the grains from their closest
possible positions Into another arrangement less close, whereby the
spaces or Interstices between the grains are enlarged, thereby pro·
ductng a vacuum, or working against atmospheric pressure. I have
here two hollow rubber balls, one filled with small shot and com·
pletely closed, except for a. small opening which does not allow the
shot to escape, and Into which a glass tube is inserted to measure the
dilatation. Colored water Is poured Into the bag through the tube to
fill the Interstices between the shot. and If the bag .is then subjected
to distortional squeezing, &s tt now is, the water, as you see. sinks
in the tube. It is drawn into the bag to till the expanded spaces between the grains caused by the distortion.
This is an experimental
model universe.
I have here another similar bag filled only with
water, but. as you see, when it ls similarly squeezed the water rises
In the tube. I have here also one of these thin rubber balloons which
children play with, filled with sand and just enough water to fill the
Interstices between the sand when lying flat as you see it now. It ts
closed tightly so as not to admit any air.
It is now placed on Its
edge, and, as you see, sustains a weight of 200 pounds without ftlnchtng.
This appeal'8 to be nothing short of magical, but when the
phenomena of dilatation of granular media under pressure Is understood it Is perfectly simple. (ExperimenL)
This remarkable property of diJatancy of all granular media wa.e
dlscovered by Re.y nolds.
It also furnished blm the clue to the
cause of gravitation.
In order to get granular media under pressure
It must be bounded by a closed surface. Reynolds says : "If, as 1D
the universe, the grains In normal plllng extend 1ndeftnltely, there
can be no mean motion of the boundaries, whatever the pressure
may be; and thus the grains are virtually within a closed surface."
Here Is a model made out of small rubber balls of the way the
cosmic grains are arranged In space according to Reynolds.
This
arrangement Is what he calls •'normal ptllog," and ts such that the
grains are plac-ed In a set of squarely formed layers horizontally, eaeb
sphere resting on four in the layer below, and In its turn supporting
four in the layer above, tbese last four being vertically over the Ant
four.
Besides touching these elgh t In adjoining layers It touches
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four in its own layer, making twelve In all.
There are therefore
twelve grains piled around each grain.
This then Is the arrangement or piling or the grains throughout the universe of s pace where
no matter exists.
Matter is A.bsence of (Jrain.a•
•

Where matter exists there is a different arran gement In the piling
of ,the grains, and the regular or normal piling of the grains is broken.
There is a less number of grains per unit volume in the spots where
matter exists than there ts ln the regula r medium of s pace. Where
t his d eficl~ncy which results· In what we call "matter" exists. there
Is what Reynolds calls "abnormal piltng" of the grains.
Tbls de·
ticiency forms a sort or crack, or gap, or loose joint in the medium,
und th e re Is a. break In the gearing of tbe grains between the mat ter
and the m edium outside. An atom of matter cons ists of a nucleus of
grains In normal plllog surrounded by a surface or s pherical shell of
grains in a bnormal plling.
The gralns in abnormal piling fMm
whnt Reynolds calls "a singular sur(ace of misfit" between the reg,llar
pHiog Inside. which form s the nucleus of the material atom a nd t he
normall y plied grains of t he medium outs ide. This "surface of miF>·
fit'' or s pherical sh ell togeth er with Its nucleus ls called a "uegallve
inequ ality'' and t he magnitude of the negative In equality ts reckoned
IJY t he numbel' of grains which are deficient, and ns the number ot
grains present in a given YOlume of t he medium determ.l nes the mass
of the mediu m, a n absence of grain s tncans an absence of mass.
Therefore, matter Is absence of mass or negative mass.
Th ese sur·
faces ot misfit or spherical cracks In the medium are places of weak·
ness In t he medium, a nd H l.s shown th at they tra,·el through the
medium after lhe manne r of soli tary waves.

•

ilfeclll and R elati ve M ot ion of the M ediu m.

•

We have llO\V to consider whether the g rains of the medium are
fixed and s tationary in th eir plares, or whether they have motion
among one another.
Reynolds shows that the grains of the medium
nrc not fixed but tha t they have a mean and relative motion.
Tbe
medium Is nol Inert and rigid and lifeless.
It thrills with energy
and pulsates with universal motion.
It possesses two kinds of mo·
t1on, ttrst, the relative motion of the grains among one another, and,
secon d, a mean motion, which is a motion of the mass o! the
med ium as a whole trom on e position in s pace to another.
Tho
average relatl\'e velocity of the grains among one another ts shown
to be about one anu one-third feet per s~ ond , wh1le the mean path
of the grain, that Is, the average distance a grain has to move before
it strikes Its neigllbor. is shown to be t.he four t housand millionth
part of the diameter of the grain. It is tbe relative motion of the
grains among one another which renders the medium elastic. and, as
Reynolds says, is the prime cause of elasticity In the universe. The
mean and relat.lvo motions ot tho medium are illustrated by the
movement of a cloud of dust, a swarm of bees, a shower of ball, a
curren t of air, a stream of water, or a cloud In the sky. In each of
these phenomena we have movement of t he mass of the particles as a
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whole and also the indJvldual movement of the particles of which
the mass is composed wlth relation to each other.
The movement
of the mus as a whole Is called the mean motion, and the relative
rrovement of the particles In the mass Is the relative motion of t h e
medium.
The Pres11ure and Strets of the M edium.

Let us now ask , What ts the pressure ot this medium of s pace!
We certainly do not feel its pressure; neither do we feel atmospheric
pressure, though we know that the atmospheric pressure on t he s urface of the eArth at sea level Is nearly 15 pounds on t he square tncb.
At great ocean depths we also know that the hydraulic pressure
amoun ts to several tons per square inc.h; and we also know that as
we go down into the earth the pressure of the surrounding rocks
and s trata increases very rapidly, unt il at great depths 1t amounts
to hund reds of tons on the square inch.
W e probably do not realize
that en~ry square. foo t of surface of u. man's bod}r is s ubjected to an
atmospheric pressure of about one ton , so lf the surface area of a
human body is say 10 teet, that body is subjected to a total pressure
of about 10 tons. We are ord inarily uo('onsctous of such a pressute,
because ft presses upon us equally ln all directions, but tr this pressure
should te suddenly removed from one slde of our body we wottld soon
realize It, and the pressure on the other s ide would burl us th rough
space with the speed or a. cannon ball.
Locatcu as we nro on our Uny ea rth , wbi<:h is wbirlfng through
infi nite S[Jnce at n sr>eed of 19 miles per second, we are immersed in
a vast fiherea l ocean.
Can we ascertain whether the medium of this
ocean bas any pressure? Reynolds shows tbnt the mca.n pressure of
the medium of this universal ocean of space is ne-arly sc\·cn hundre_d
and tl.ft y thousand tons on the square lnrb, being more than three
thousand lime!:! greater than the s t rongest material can Rus taln. A
statement like th is seems paradoxical, and " 'e cannot b y any stretch
of the imaglm\\ ion conceh •e ot such a p ressure existing in what we
hnYe hitherto rcgartled as empty spat•e.
Yet s uch Is tlu:~ sober t r uth,
found necessary to accou nt for the physica l facts that we know.
Clerk Maxwell, the great Scotch mathematician and physicist, arrived
at the same conclusion a.s to pressure anct s tress of lhe ether from a
co n~i ct e ration or electromagnetic and electrostatic torces.
In his
article on "Attraction" In the Encyclopoedia Brittanica, after discuss·
1ng thl.s subject, he snys: "The state of stress, therefore, which we
must s uppose to exist in the invisible medium Is 3,000 llmea greater
than that which the s trongest s teel cou ld support."
Now it seems rather strange to us at first that the medium of
apace fs of s uch great density.
W e have been accustomed all our
lives to think of matter as being in fact the only solid reallty, and
universal s pace as simply nothing. It will thus be seen that the old
style phflosophtcal materialist will find slight comfort in R eynolds'
theory, for the materialist's so-called real matter Is shown to be only
a kJnd of froth or foam or bubble in the universal granular ocean.
which is ten thousand times denser than water. Th e presence of
what we call "matter'' In space means a place where th ere is a sort
•
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of crack, a gap or fissure in the untform medium. It may be Interesting here to mention Kelvin's vortex atomic theo~y of matter, trom
wblch so much was expected, but which has falled to give any clue
to gravity, and any theory of matter which does not contain a solu·
tton of the problem of gravitation can ha\'e no permanent value, for
gravitation .1s the supreme problem before physics to-day. The next
great advance In physical science lies ln the solution of thls problem.
The Vortex Atomio TheOf't/.

Kelvin conceived a perfect tluid continuously filling space, and be
supposed that what we call an atom of matter is the rotating portion
of this tluld.
We can make air, water or any other flu id more or
less rigid by imparting rapid motion to it. The motion dl.tfert~ntiatea
that portion of the fluid which Is In motion from that portion which
is not In motion, Hke the smoke ring which sometimes ascends fr om
the funnel of a locomotive.
The idea was that 1f the fluid were
fTlcUonless and vortex motion once started In 1t that motion would
He conceived that atoms mlght be composed of
continue forever.
such rings of ether In motion, the ether being supposed to be the
perfect tluld. The atoms were a sort of ether squirts. This theory
of matter was quJte Interesting and something new at the time, and
the dynamics of the theory were worked out by Helmholtz and J . J .
Thomson, but notwithstanding that it promised so much, It has been
for the most part given up, and 1t has not been able to throw any
light on tbe problem of gravitation.
I spoke about the electron
theory of matter tn a previous part of this lecture. Neither has this
theory, however fascinating in many respects, been able to produce an
explanation of gravity.
The gravitational force is entirely different
from and belongs to another order than the electrostatic and electro.
magnetic forces, and all the endeavors to get an explanation or gravitation out of them ba"e led to negative results.

Mass.

•

We have spoken about mass. Now Jet us see what mass is. or
course. mass has bee:t defined as the amount or matter In a body, or
the inertia of a body. We should not confound mass wlth weight.
The book which is l:;Jng on this table has a certain weight here
which can be ascertained exactly, but if I t ransferred lt to the Equator
of the earth it would weigh less than it does here, and tr I took tt to
the North Pole it would weigh more.
In other words, the weight of
a body on the earth's surface depends on tts distance from the een·
ter of the earth, and vice versa, and we know that the surface of
the earth at the Equator is 13 miles further away from the cen ter of
the earth than the North Pole is. But the book at any place on the
earth's surface would still have exactly the same mass, and indeed
lt would still have the same mass at any place in the unlvene.
Weight depends on the force of gravity, and we know the force of
gravity varies at di1ferent points of the earth's surface, according to
their distance from the earth's center; but the mass does not vary
so long as the law of the conservation of matter holds good. If tbe
book were placed mllltons of miles from the earth away out ln
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interstellar space where there was no planet or sun to attract It, it
would remain suspended In space without motion, and would have no
weight; but Its QaSS would be the same as before.
How Is this!
Because it would require exactly the same amount of force to mov~
lt over a certain distance in a certain time.
Mass ls measured by
the amount of force r equired to move it over unit distance In unit..
time, and unit mass is that quantity of mass which is moved unit dis·
tance in unit ttme by unit force, no matter in what part of the unt\erse It may be pla<'ed, whether it may be on earth, or on the planet
Mars or Jupiter or billions of miles away in interstellar space.
Bu t
this only g ives us a measure of mass. It does not tell u.s what mass
Is.
It is only In recent yenl13 by the study of X rays, cathode rays,
and other elect rical discharges in the Crookes' tnbe that phys ical
science has been able to galn some definite knowledge on this subject.
As 1 stated in a previous part of this lecture, a good deal Is now
known about the behaviour of the particles, called electrons or cor·
puscles, which make up the discharge which passes from the negatlve
to the positive pole of the tube.
The mass or these particles, tbe
electric charge which they c-arry, and the velocity with which they
travel have been measured. These particles may be called electric
points, or electric point charges, and it is found that their mass is
not a constant quantity, but that it varies with the speed with wbtch
they trn vel ln tbe tube.
As their vel&clty ts increased their mass
te<:omes greater, as It is diminished their mass becomes less; so that
their mass Is a function of their velocity. They bave no mass apart
from motion.
This being the case, their momentum Is a lso a tunc·
tlon of tbelr velocity, as is also their energy, for momentum is the
product O( mass and velocity and energy the product of mass and the
square of tbe velocity.
I s poke about the electrons which whirl
around inside the system of the atom wi th very high velocities. In
some cases with nearly the velocity of light. Calculations have been
given by Sir J. J. Thomson sho-.vtng the enormous amount ot electronic energy due to the motions of the electrons inside the atomic
system.
It Is found that Inside the atoms of one gram ot h ydrogen
gas there is conta ined an amount of electronic or corpuscular energy,
wb.ich if set tree, would be sufficient to raise one mtllton tons 300 feet
h igh.
We know the energy which is llberated in a n e·xploston of
dynamite or guncotton. T hat Is atomic energy, caused by what we
call chemical aft\nit)·.
But we see how much greater sub-atomic
energy is. Perhaps the day will com e when man wlli know bow to
set free this sub-atomic energ}•, but for i.be J)resent lt ts probably better that be does not know.

•

N enative Inequalities.
The ordinary chemical atom, then, seems to be a sor t of bole or
slnk or hollow place in some medium which tills space, and to be a
locus or point i nto wblcb pours tremendouB energies from t his
m edium.
Thls hole or slnk. or hollow place in space wblch ls the
locus of the atom Is what R eynolds calls a "negative inequality" In
the medium, or a "singular surface of misfit" due to a deftclency of
grains below the n umber In the regular normal piling in tbe s ur-
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rounding space. He calculates that the real core of the atom consists
of the normally piled grains, and that this normally piled core 11
surrounded by a spherical s hell containing a deficiency of grains, the
thickness of this spherical shell being probnbly about ftve times the
diameter of the grain.
Tbls spherical shell ls surrounded on the
outside by the normally ptled grains wblcb extend outwards Into
space tnde~nilely.
Wherever these spherical n egative lnequaliti~
exist, however, there Is set up in the medium surrounding them a
system of strains due to the pressure of the medium, which result In
producing a curvature ln the normal plllng of the medium.
I wlll now try to show how the motion of these negative tnequall·
Ues which we call matter Is possible in such a medlulll, and bow these
negative lnequallties ~;nw itate t oward each other t hrough the
medium according to th" lr.w of gravitation. How does matter move
throttgb s pace? How dces the earth move through space at the rate
of nearly 20 mlles per second? Reynolds' solution of the problem Ls
very Interesting.
It moves by propagation.
He compares 1t to a
bubble rising in water.
He says: "• • • it follows t.s two negative cenlers approach each other under their mutual attractions t ho
mass in the medium recedes, which Is an inverslc.n or the precon·
cetved Ideas.
Such action however is not outs ide experience, since
every bubble which ascends from the bottom of a glass of soda water
involves the same t.ction.
The matter In the bubble having the
density of alr requires the descent of au equal volume of water a t
a deiUllt.y SOO times greater than that of nir.
It is the negative
fnequaltty In the dc.:lslty of matter, which under t h e varyin g press ure
of the we.ter cauaes the negative or downward displacement of the
material medium- water and the posltive or upward displacemen t of
the negative inequality in the density within the singular surface."
Propagation of "Matt e1·"

Throug1~

Space.

I ha ve h ere a dl'zen billiard balls, divided Into two rows of halt
a dozen each close toget her, one row a little higher than the other
and resting in a continuous groove, so the upper ones mar run down
and strike the lower ones.
There is a ImP of say 18 inches between
the t wo rows.
We allow the upper six balls t o run down and st rike
the end of the lo"l\•er s.x one by one. The result wlll be that a s each
ball from t he upper row strikes the end ball of the lower row the
ball at the far end of the lower row will run away from the lower I"OW
the moment of the Impact of the ball from the upper row, and it will
run away with the same Apeed as the speed of the impinging ball
which Htrikes the front end.
rn other words, all th e motion or momen tum of the s t r ikln:: ball will be communicated through the whole
row of lower balls inst::ultnneou s ly and will be delivered t o the last
ball, wh ich will carry nwny t he motion or momen t um.
Meantime,
as each ball runs away from the rear end and one comes in in front
the whole six balls h ave run down and taken up their positions in
front, deliver ing their momentum to the lower row, the whole row
of lower balls will have moved fo rward Its entire length, or six diam·
eters.
Tbls llhtstrntes how positive and negative momentum may
move through a body at the same time in opposite directions, tor as
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each ball strikes the f ron t end 1t communlcatas a certAin amount of
positive momentum to the mass as a whole, which travels through
the mass In a positive direction, and an equal amount of moment um
travels through the ma::;s In an opposite, or n egative dlrectlon, which
results 1n the motion In the opposite direction of the mass as a
whole.
The real motion of the m ass Is In the opposite direction to
that of the impinging balls.
It the balls moved quick enough the
eye would lead u s to suppose that t h e m otion of the lower row or
balls was continuous, and not done by successive Impacts, just as l.n
moving pictures which appear to represen t a continuous scene, but
which we know Is made up of a multitude of sepa~nte scenes taken In
rapid s uccession.
We may take the gnp between the two rows of
balls to represent the Inequality which Is to propagate through the
medium, for instance tbe earth moving through space.
There La an
incoming of grains In f ron t and a leaving of gralnR In the rear, the
momentum of the Incom ing grains being trans mitted Ins ta ntaneously
throughout the whole mc.ss from front io rear, the real mass of the
medium moving 1n the opposite dirootion to t.bnt of the Inequality.
Reynolds says: "If the medium Is stationary and the molecules are
moving with the earth the grains wlth!n the s urfaces do not partake
ot the mea!l motion of these surfaces, being replaced continuously by
other grains by the nctton or pro!)aga tton, by which the singular s urfaces in their motion are continually absorbing the grains in front
and leaving those behind without any mean ctfect on the motion of the
grains. And thus there is perfect freedom of the molecules or aggregate matter, alt hough the grains which cons tit u te the nuclei are chnnging at the rate of 20 miles n second.
To be s tanding on a floor that
is r unning away at a rate of 20 miles a second wit hout being <:onsdous of nny motion is our continual experience, but to realizt t.hat
s uch is the case is certainly a tax on the hpaglnatlon.
Such motion
has all the character of a wave in th e medium, and that Is what the
singular surfaces which we call mat ter are-waves. We a re all
waves."
Cause of Grav itation.

We now come to what Is really the most Important part of our
subject, namely, the cause of gravitation, and It you have been able
to comprehend what has a lready b~n Slated, I th ink you wlll have no
trouble In understanding what Is n ow to b3 expla ined, that Is, why
two bodies or masses of matter in space may approach each other
according to the Newtonian law of gravitation.
In the first place we must rid our minds of the idea that t here
Ia any RUl"h thing as ')ltt ractlon" Inherent In messes of mattor them·
selves. Though in popular lan guage we s peak about the s un attract·
log t he earth, the earth attracting the moo,n, etc., In reality they do
All motions are really produced by pressure
not attract each other.
of some kind or oth er exerted upon t he bodies which move. Air cur·
rents, ocean currents, the. titles, as well a.s movements ot. r igid bodies
are pl'oduced by pressure exerted in some way, and the gravltatlon or
motion of bodies In .universal s pace Is no exception to this. R eynolds
s hows that wherever these ''llegath·e inequalities" or "singular s ur·
races or mis fit" which we have seen to be matter, exis t . there we h a ve
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a sort of gap or cracK in tbe granular medium, which forms a surface of weakness. and it is shown that the pressure of the medium
is less between these "negative inequalities" or surfaces of weakness
than it Js on the outside. There is a strain set up in the granular
medium in normal plltng between them, which produces a curvature
In the normal plllng.
Thls produces space variations or dilatations
between the grains Jn the curved normal ptling. These spaces vary
according to the degree of the curve, and the total of the enlarged
spaces or dilatations so produced by the curvature is exactly equal
to the total of the spaces from whtch the grains are absent In the
negative Inequalities which produce the curve.
Owing to thls, as
bas b~n said, the pressure of th e medium Is less betw~n th e negative Inequalities or masses of matter than lt Is in the medium outside, with the result that the extra outside pressure drives the nega·
tlve in3qualltles together. Tba old physics calls this " space variation
of the potenUo.J." As the bodies approach the curvature Is annthllated
and t he medium is restored to the regular normal plllng.
It is somewhat dtmcult at first for one to understand this process;
but the dynamical rea&onlng upon whJch lt is based ts thoroughlY

sound.
Reynolds says: "Thls Jaw of a ttl action, wbfcb satlsO.es all
the conditions of gravitation, Is now shown by definite analysis to result from n egative 1ocol inequaHtles In an otherwise unUorm granular
medium under a mean pressure equal In all directions, as a conse·
quence of the property of dilatancy In such media. when the grains
are so close that there is no dUJuston and infinite relative motion and
further It Is shown to be the only attraction which satisfies the con·
ditfon.s of gravitation In a purely mech a.nlcal system."
"Gravitation Is not the result of that dilatation which resulta
f rom uniform parallel strains in the medium In normal ptling, but results solely from those components of the dilatations caused by the

gpace variation ot the ituoorcl l>train.a.
''Thus, as long as t he dilatation stralns are parallel there Is no
attraction ; but 1f there is curvature In the strains there will be
etrorts, proportional to tho Inverse square or tbe dis tance, to cause
the negative Inequalities to approach from a finite distance.
"Thus gravitation Is the rsu1t of those components of the dilatations (taken to a tlrst approximation) wblcb are caused by the variations of the components of the inward strains, caused by curvature
in the normal plllng of the medium.
"The other components of the strains, being parallel distortions,
which satisfy the conditions or geometrical similarity, do not aJreet
the efforts.
''Then. since lf tbe grains were lndetlnitely small, while the curva·
•
ture tn the normal piling was O.nJte, there would be no effort.
Alld
multiplying th.i s parameter by the curvature of the medium, and agaJn
by the mean pressure o! the medium, the product measures the In·
tensity of the efforts to approach.
"The dilatation diminishes as the centres or the negative lnequall·
ties approach, and work Js 1one by the pressure outslde the singular
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surfaces, to bring the s ingular s u rfaces of the n egllttve lnequallties
together•
• "The efforts to ~use the approach of the centers correspond ex·
acUy to the gravitation of matter it matter represents the absence
of mass, and t hus the inversion o! preconceived Ideas is complete.
Matter is measured by the absence of mass necessary to complete the
normal pfllng.
And t he effort to bring the negative inequalities
together is also an effort on the mass to recede ; and sin ce the actions
are those of positive pressure, there ls no attraction lnvolved, the
efforts being the result of t he virtual diminution of the pressures
inwards. and In t h is inversion we have a complete, quantitative, purely
meehanlcaJ explanation of the cause of gravitation.
"The mechanical actions on which this a ttraction depends are com·
pletelr exposed in tl~e foregoing analysis, and offer a complete explan·
ntlon of the cause of gravitation."

Positive In equalit ies.

•

In addition to t heir being " negative Inequalities'' in the medium
or places where there is an absence ot grains, there mny be places
where there are a greater number of grains than exists In the normal
p111ng, and such places are called "positive Inequalities" in the
medium.
In these cases the curvatu re which wtll exis t In the nor·
ma.l piling between t wo "positive Inequalities" will be the reverse of
the curvature In the rase ol t wo n egative Inequalities, producing a
repulsion between two such positive centers. which wtll drive s uch
posllive Inequalities or centers awa~· from each other, just the oppos ite of gravitational attraction.
There would, therefore, be no
evidence In the universe or such positive inequalities. as through
the foree of repulsion they would be scattered to th e remote regions
of the universe.
Other Phen omena Explained.

What Is electricity! Reynolds explains that electricity Is due to
what be calls a "complex tnequallty.''
T hat ls, a certain clus ter of
grains may be by some means moved from one position ln space to
another, and a current or electrlclt)• Is a flowing back ot these grains
to their former positions.
Calculations are gtven to sbow that tbe
efforts to revert In the case or s uch complex ineQualllles correspond
to electricity.
Magnetis m Is due to rotational s tresses In the med ium bet ween
spherical <'lusters aud ,;urrounding g rains, the stresses being opposite
ways round in different portions.
The s trains accompanying t hese
rotational stre&ses involve dilatation, and attractions and repulsion s
wlll be exhibited.
The theory also explains other physical phenomena, such as
cohesion, llgbt, h eat, aberration, refraction and polarization ot llgbt,
the association and dis-sociation of molecules, the d ispersion of th e
Reynolds says: "Con·
spect rum, and other natura l p henomena.
slderlng t hat not one of these phenomena had perviously received a
meeban1cal explanation It appea rs bow Indefinitely s mall must be
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the probabiUty that there should be another structure of the un1·
\·erse wblcb would satis fy the same evidence."
Btep1 Taken B11 Reynol!U.

Some may ask, it Reynolds' theory is aucb a great one why ls It
that we do not bettr more about it?
Also what does the sclentlftc
In answer to the first question I may
world think of the theory?
say that there has scarcely yet been time since the publlca\.1on of
Reynolds' work for the theory to become known.
The ' 'Submechanics of the U ni~terse" was published in 1903, but the mathematical dltftculttes of the work are so great, that tew are able to
grasp the proofs.
Neither are all the proofs of the theory in tbls
work. The ftnal theory ls the re~ml t of flve successive steps or dis·
covertes.
These steps or discoveries were made. as Re)•nolds says,
"apart from any iden that they would be steps towards the mechanical
These steps and dlscov·
solution of the problem of the universe."
ertes are to be found in Volumes I. and IJ . ot Reynolds' Scientific
Papers.
The first of these steps was taken in 1874, the second tn
1879, the third ln 1883, the fourth in 1885, and the fifth In 1895.
Each deals with a particular physlr"'J problem, and taken altoget her
tbey form the base on which the great superstructure, "The Subm echanics of the Universe" fs bullt.
I append to thts lecture the
names of the subjects dealt with in the tlve succestilve steps referred
to. So it need not be u matter of surprise that more is not beard
or the theory yet.
Solved By A Paradox.

In addition to this the ideas which flow from the theory seem at
first strange to our mlndH aud to our preconceived Ideas, and tt is
only by rational analysis that we can arrive at the conceptions which
the theory contains.
Tha solution of the problem or gravitation
seems to be solved by a paradox. Yet this should not deter us from
attacking lt.
The histor y ot science rather proves tbat every Intel·
leclual advance realizes a pnradoxlcal opinion, and that "intellectual
development may be t raced to the successive discomfitures of common
sence:·
Who ever believes progress to be as certain In the fu ture
as It has been In the past, must admit , a priuri the exis tence or pben·
omena which contHct with what we know at presen t, and from the
fact that man 's knowleJge about the world has received continual
ttdditlons, it Immediately foll ows that to everv time other truths are
given than those hitherto demonstrable.
Every generation bas sup·
posed t hat. lt stood on the a pex of the pyram id, and has supposed all
phenomena of nature to be deducible from just those laws known to
it, so t hat all f uture generations had the mere subordinate task of
dragging new stones on to a structu re of which the architectural
<:on ceptlon was complete.
But true progress Is not extensive but
vertical. and so it has always been such Investigators as were tree
from tbis prejudice who have been destined to make revolutionary
d lscovcrles.
The history of knowledge Is 1lke the development of a mine.
When the ore h as been worked out down to one level a new level must
•
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be started deeper down.

The ore on one level will on ly last a certaJn time, and If we would keep enlarging the mine the explorations
must go to deeper levels.
In like manner in the history of science
we find that science reaches a certain stage under the domination of
some reigning method or idea, a!ld that It Ls then unable to go any
f urther until a new discovery is made, or untU the mine of knowlThis gives science a
edge is tapped, as it ,.·ere at a deeper level.
new Impulse and new ideas and knowledge ftow f rom such discovery.
Such for instance were the great discoveries or Copernicus and Newtoo, and I think that Re}Tnolds' theory of th e cause of gravitation
Is destined to be another epoch making discovery.
It is an inversion
of Ideas hitherto conceived as to matter and mass, from which wlll
probably ftow a series of v.ronderfu l discoveries as to the true mechanism or the universe In which we live.
Reynolds' explanation of the motion of matter through space Is
in itself a new and most wonderfu l conception.
It takes place by
t>ropagatlon.
Propagation mea ns generation, renewal.
The motion
of the earth through space ls not a bodily translation . but tbe move·
ment of a fonn or wave having the shape ot the earth, by means of
an exchange of momentum between the cosmic grains on opposite sides
of the surface, just as the gap between the two rows of balls in the
experiment which you saw. moves forward as the balls pass across
from one surface to tbe opposite one. The gap b<::twcen the two rows
of balls is the ''negative lne<;uallty," wblcb we call "matter." Reynolds pu ts It : "Thus lt ts that the lnequaltty In density, the integral
of which Is the volume ~~ the grains, the replacement ot which
would re-;tore tbe unlfor.ntty of the medium, obliterating tbe
Inequality, constHutes the mass propagated. And as this, for a negative centre is negative, tts propagation requires the displacement of
no equlvaient positive mass In the opposite direction to that of propagation ot the negative Inequality." This is the supreme paradox of
the whole theory, and leads to an lnYersion of Ideas as to the structure
of the universe.
It would strike us as chimerical were It not established by sound mathematical and dynamical Investigation.
Remember also the statement o( Slr J . J . Thomson. a rrh•ed at from another
Hoe of Investigation that "all mass Is mass of the ether, all momentum,
momentum of the ett.er, and all kinetic energy kinetic energy of the
ether. This view, It sh ould be said. requires th e density of the ether
to be Immensely greater than that of any known substance.''
From these new views and conceptions I l ool~ for great developments in philosophy In the near future.
Notice& of th e Theory.

In regard to the scientific world. the theory has scarcely as yet
entered the stage or criticism. There have been some notices of the
tbeorr In England. The "Sub-mechanics of the Universe" was pubWhetham in bis "Recent Development of Phynlcnl
lished in 1903.
Science" publhsh ed recently, referring to Reynolds' work, says: "The
mathematical analysis by which these deductions are established is
at.tempt will stand the criticisms that wlll be directed against It ; bul
, ·ery complex and di1Hcult, and lt Is yet too .s oon to say If this bold
•
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Professor Osborne Re)·nolds ' great reputation and the twenty years
he bas labored at this research wlll ensure for It a c.areful consldera·
Uon from those competent
to judge of Its merits."
.
Profess or J . D. E verett, at the end of an article on "Kormal Piling" pu blished In the Philosophical Magazine, says: '' 1 have n ot made
any attempt to verify the elaborate stat istica l calculations with which
Profe~>sor Reynolds' paper abounds.
My present purpose is not conI rovE.'rsy but explanation, and the style of the paper Is so exceedingly
t echnical 1 h a t a good deal of explanation seems to be necessary before
an tntelllgent c.:ontroversy ean ~g in .
I have cbleftr a imed a~ an
uplanatlon of the geomet rlc·al conditions which underlie the system
suppose{! , lhereb)' clearing the way for more searching crltlctsm, and
helping to ward<o the working out of the very fruit ful suggestions
which tho theory contains,"
Professor G. H. Bryan, In a review of Reynolds' work to "~atu re"
concludes by sa ying : "It may safely be described as one of the most
remarkable a t tempts t 't~t h ave been made in recent years to formulate a dynamical system of accounting for all the phys ical phenomena
at present known. A theory such as Is here set forth may not Improbably play the same part in modern t~cle nce that was assumed by the
atomic theory and t.he kinetic theory of gases in the science of the
time when these theories were propounded.
It may be confidently
ant klpa ted t hat Professor Osborne R eynolds' granular medluru will
play an important part In the physics of tbe fu ture."
11l/htence on PhilosophJI.

What wlll be the influence of Reynolds ' theory on philosophy?
So far as thls Ia concernt-d I think lt Is destined to play a very important part In philosophy.
Pre\•lous systems of philosophy have
been very Ignorant as to the s tructure of the universe.
They have
been composed mos tly of metaphysical gues.'lwork.
Philosophy requires the aid of positive scie nce to explain the fundamental arrangement of the universe ; and hitherto no melllum bas ever been suggested which would cause a statistical force of attraction between two
bodies at a dlnstance.
The explanation of gravitation as enunciated
by R eynolds carries wit h it probably the greatest scientillc conception
that has ever entered the mind of man, and any philosophy of the
future which has any pretenUons to arrive at the truth must take
R ey nolds' theory lnt.o conslderaUon.
Notwlths t.aodlng all the great
systems or philosophy which have been s pun from the brain of man
throughout the ages, not one of the m bas been able to explain the
simplest and mos t familiar phenoo1enon, vi~.• the fall of a stone t.o the
ground. Ever s ince man bas been upon the earth b e has seen the
'Phe nomena caused by g ravitation.
H e bas seen the avalanch e hurtling down the mountain s id e, the rivers rolling onward to the sea, and
-countle!'is other phe nomena caused by gravity wh ich happened dally
"before his eyes. T o t he agtronomcr every mo,•emenl or the heavenly
:bodies Is ca used by gra\·lty; the geologist bas constantly before his
•<;yes evldenc:es of Its a t'tlon In the formati on of t he earth, and the
-pbys lologtst sees its ac tion tn the structure of our bodies; ln s horr,
th ere Is not a s ingle depa rtment or nature where gravity bas not
•
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played a mos t Important role.
It Is t h e most unive rsal agent known.
And, notwiths tanding a ll t h is d oes It n ot seem ~t ra nge that lls ca use
h as r emntm:d un known tutll now ?
Yet , this n etld not s urpri3e us;
Cor the predominant charact eristic or m a n Is, a nd has always been
his Igno rance or t he thin ~ con cerning himself and nature a round h im.
Taking the bls t.o ry ot mank ind as extending over several thousand
years at least, we may say that i t w as only yeste rday that he learned
that his blood circulated In his body, t.h at the atmosphere h a d weight,
and thal t he earth wen t rou nd the su n.
'Vith the liberation of m a n 's
nllnd tbr.ough the nld o f sele uc~ be is now beginn ing to r ealize som ething of his own poss loll llles, and to cas t a pro phetic eye towards t h e
iuturc, w hich h o lds wl tb hl Its womb possibilities for him yet und reamed or, as t h e frull of his kno wlertge.
Man's mind is n ot yet
exhausted .
lt Is only begi nning its career ot conquest ove r nature.
Dr. Ca r l Ba ..us in his " P rogress of Physics In the Nineteen th C ~n
tu ry" r emarks : "Jus t as the 19th cen tu r~· began with dyn am ics a nd
clost>d with ele<:trlclty, so the 20th century begins a n ew with dy n a mics
to r each a goa l. tho magn itude of which th e h uman min d can on ly
await wlth awe:·
Marc h 8, 1910.

J.. ist of t ile Steps W hich I,ed R eynolds to th e D 18cove ry of Grat;itation.
On t h e Extent a nd Action ot the H eati ng Surface of Steam Boile rs. Pages 81-85, Vol. l. P a pers on Mechanical and Phys ical
Subjects . l 8i4-5.
2. On Certnln Dim ens ional Properties o f Matte r in the Gaseous State.
Pages 257-390. Vol. J., Papens ou Mechanical and P hys ical Subjects. 1879.

1.

3.

On the Equations of Motion and t h e Bo undary Conditions for Viscous F luids. Pages 132·137. Vol. II ., Papers on Mechanical a nd
Phys ical Subjects. 1.883.

-4.

E%perlmen ts showing Dilatancy, a P ro perty of Granular Materia l,
possibly con ected wi th Gravitation. Pages 217·227, Vo l. II., Pa·
pers on Mechanical and Phys ical Subjects . 1886.
On the Dllatancy of Media Composed of Rlgld Particles In C-ontact.
Wit h Experimental J llust ratloos . Pages 203-216. Vol. II ., as
above. l l!S85.
5. On the Dynamica! Theorr of Incompressible Viscous Fluids a n d
the De lcrmlnatlon of the Criterion.
P:1ges 535-577. Vol. H .
Papers on Mechan ical and Physical Subjects. 1895.
- Ca mbritt oe University Preu. l...cmdon .

Relation of Full Space to Empty Bpace in Differmr t Piling~ of R ounit
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